
Week 4 (w/c 11.05.20) - Comprehension answers 

 

Comprehension 1 – UK News   

1. Who: They are a pair of peregrine falcons. 

Where: They live on top of Winchester Cathedral which is a 900 year old building. 

2. The mother bird eats the egg shell because she does not want to waste valuable 

calcium. 

3. ‘Cam’, in the word ‘webcam’ means video camera.  

4. using, or through 

5. The airline passengers were supposed to be eating the meals. They haven’t been eaten 

because air travel has collapsed due to the coronavirus. Open Kitchen MCR have 

rescued the meals to give them to people in need. More than one million meals 

are going to be given to people in the area who struggle to afford their own food. 

6. 1. The crane is the tallest bird in Britain. 

2. The crane can grow to 1.2 metres tall. 

3. Cranes were once common in the UK, but they became extinct here about 400 years 

ago because of hunting and the loss of their habitat. 

7. Due to the increase in wetland nature reserves, about 200 cranes are now living in the 

UK. 

8. Good news - A range of answers are possible. 

 

 

Comprehension 2 – Animal News – Four Freed 

 

1. 1. South Africa  

2. Ethiopia 

2. The cheetah cubs were taken from their mother so that they could be sold illegally as 

pets in the Middle East. 

3. The writer is ‘thankful’ as they were rescued just before Ethiopia went into 

lockdown because of the coronavirus. 

4. Mowgli – A black leopard 

Zeiss – A spotted leopard 

5. The leopards were in captivity. They were rescued from a zoo in South Africa because 

they were kept in very poor conditions. 

6. The leopards were not cared for well; they were kept in very poor conditions. They did 

not have enough food and were not being checked by vets. 

7. A wildlife sanctuary is an area of protected land that provides protection and suitable 

living conditions to wild animals.  

8. A range of answers are possible. Caring for these heavyweight apex predators is 

extremely challenging and dangerous.  



Comprehension 3 – News in Pictures 

 

1. UK – Bugs on the beach 

Isle of Man – New stamps 

Germany – New facemask rule 

2. It is a mystery. 

3. 1. Heather beetles from the local moors 

2. European chafer beetles from mainland Europe 

4. A range of answers are possible. The beetles are native to the region and they may 

perhaps have migrated over from the North Yorkshire Moors. 

5. The good news coming from Germany is that they are beginning to lift the lockdown 

which was put in place to slow the spread of the coronavirus. 

6. The man is buying the mask from the machine because the new rules mean that people 

will have to wear face masks on trains and in shops. 

7. ‘Care will carry us through’, ‘Community will carry us through’, ‘Love will carry us through’ 

and ‘Science will carry us through’. 

8. A range of answers are possible. 

 

Comprehension 4 – Sport News – “I’m in mum’s bad books!” 

 

1. An interview 

2. 7 years old 

3. 1. To get social again 

2. Be happy 

3. Be active 

4. He is in his mum’s bad books because he has turned the conservatory into a home gym. 

5. Everyone is in the same boat means we are all in the same unpleasant situation as other 

people. 

6. The highlight of Alfie’s career is playing at the Rio 2016 Paralympics. He also received 

two medals then. 

7. During lockdown, Alfie finds it hard that he cannot go to the gym or court. He hasn’t been 

able to pick up a racket since the second week of March. He thinks the lockdown is a 

benefit as this is a chance for him to take the strain off his body. 

8. A range of answers are possible. 


